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,e study analyzed the drivers’ take-over behaviors in intelligent cars when driving on urban roads and tried to find reasonable
dimensions of the human-machine interface. Firstly, the main driving assistance functions in the process of take-over were
analyzed based on the entropy theory, and the weight values of each function for the consumer’s purchase intention were
calculated. Secondly, we explored the perceived comfortable dimensions of the interactive components under typical interaction
modes. By means of experiments using a within-subjects design, the initial population of the evolutionary computation was
obtained.,e evolutionary mechanism of dimensions driven by users’ perception was constructed with a genetic algorithm. After
debugging the parameters of the model, we verified the rationality of the model and evolved appropriate dimensions. Finally, the
validity of the evolved dimensions was proved by a controlled experiment and paired-sample t-test. ,e results indicated that the
completion time of most take-over tasks under the HMI with the evolved dimensions was significantly shorter, which ensured the
HMI could be more conducive to the take-over quality and traffic efficiency.

1. Introduction

,e intelligent vehicle is a comprehensive system which
integrates environmental perception, planning, multilevel
driving assistance, and other functions. Due to the com-
plexity in intelligent vehicles brought about by technologies
in fields of computer, modern sensing, information fusion,
communication, artificial intelligence, and automatic con-
trol, a good human-vehicle interaction interface is important
in order to improve the safety and comfort of driving [1].
With the growth of car ownership and the shortage of road
resources, the complexity of urban traffic environment is
also increasing [2]. ,e interaction performance and com-
fort degree generated by the driving assistant system (DAS)
would bring about driver pressure and distraction, which is
unfavorable to the sustainable development of traffic effi-
ciency and road environment [3, 4]. According to the

automated driving standard J3016 [5], most of the current
automated driving vehicles are at level 2-level 3. Because this
level of intelligent system requires the driver to take over at
any time, the core of interaction design is human-vehicle
codriving.,erefore, the degree of technology acceptance by
users must be fully taken into consideration, which is of
significance for a safe driving and sustainable urban traffic.

Driving always puts a driver in a nervous state [3].
,erefore, it is necessary to ensure that the driver can easily
control the steering wheel, buttons, combined switch pad-
dles, and other components while the body is not drastically
changed. ,is can help meet the physiological requirements
of drivers and reduce fatigue to ensure convenient, rapid,
and effective operation. ,is paper focuses on drivers’ hand
extension problems in take-over tasks under human-com-
puter codriving (HCCD) and looks for an optimal dimen-
sion of the human-machine interface (HMI) based on
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perceived comfortable dimensions (PCD) of the core in-
teractive components.

Driving movements are not completed independently by
one part of the body, but they are coordinated by multiple
parts with coherence. ,erefore, the traditional static
measurement is difficult to obtain effective size data. When
designing the dimension and layout of the HMI, it is useful
to set the sizes based on the driver’s perception character-
istics and comfort degree. Because a user’s perception of a
product performance may deviate due to the influence of its
appearance [6], this paper utilizes multiple measurements to
obtain stable PCD data. And the genetic algorithm (GA) was
used to evolve the optimal size.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Cognitive and Behavioral Problems in the Process of Take-
Over. As a research hotspot in the field of transportation,
automated driving can greatly improve driving safety and
alleviate modern traffic problems such as accidents, fuel
emissions, and road congestion [7–9]. Meanwhile, it can
promote driving comfort and reduce the impact of the
environment [10]. When the automated driving system is
out of order or is unable to deal with the traffic conditions,
the driver needs to control the vehicle manually so that
driving safety can be ensured. ,e process to arouse the
driver’s cognition and behavioral control is called take-over.
,erefore, as a key link in the safe driving of conditional
autonomous vehicles, the take-over process is a focus of
HCCD behavior research and interaction design.

After receiving the take-over request, the driver transfers
the attention to driving tasks, then obtains the situational
awareness, makes the decision, and drives, until the vehicle is
fully controlled [11]. If the size and distance of interactive
components such as buttons, control levers, or touch screens
do not meet the user’s expectations, it is not conducive to the
completion of take-over. ,is is because when the system
issues a take-over request, the driver who is performing
nondriving tasks needs to quickly switch their attention to
the driving situation [11, 12]. In addition, take-over tasks
require the driver to respond in the shortest period. It was
found that the lead time affected the take-over quality
[13–15]. ,e interactive components that meet the user’s
preferences in dimension and space can enable the user to
complete the interactions quickly when taking over, which is
beneficial to the improvement of take-over performance.

Merat et al. divided driving take-over into two parts:
operation and cognition, and found that the driver could
recover the operational ability within 1-2 s, but 6–10 s or
even more than 10 s were needed to recover the cognitive
ability [16]. ,is is related to the driver’s response and re-
quires the design of buttons, levers, and other interactive
components should conform to the driver’s operating
characteristics and control force level. When the control
right is switched, the driver’s response refers to the ability to
resume looking at the front in time and operating the vehicle
after receiving the take-over request from the system. ,e
response is mainly quantified by a variety of reaction time
and take-over time (from the time when the system sends

out take-over request to the time when the driver operates
the steering wheel or pedals to achieve manual driving) [17].
Gold et al. quantified the reaction time of the driver when
taking over and the results showed that the average reaction
time of fixation, putting the hand back to the steering wheel,
and looking around the rearview mirror was relatively 0.5 s,
1.5 s, and 3 s [18], which provided a reference for the di-
mension design of the interactive components.

Making the design of the HMI accord with the user’s
perceptual judgment is of great significance to a sustainable
interaction of human-computer codriving [19]. ,e di-
mension and spatial layout of an interface are related to the
preference of passengers [20].,e size of the elements on the
HMI determines the range of body motion and the user
comfort during the take-over process, which is also closely
related to usability. Usability is the suitability and efficiency
of user-interface interaction [21]. In order to expand the
usability of the HMI in the car, the hierarchical interface
properties such as the size of the touch keys were studied
[22, 23]. In addition, in terms of take-over performance, the
average take-over reaction time of older drivers was at least
1.2 s longer than that of younger drivers [24], while the
driving speed after taking over was lower than that of young
drivers [25]. ,erefore, the efficiency problem caused by the
dimension of the take-over interaction interface is very
important, especially now that the aging phenomenon is
more and more serious. Research showed that drivers from
different age groups had significant differences in perceived
safety and intention to use of automated driving and the
score increased with age [26].

2.2. Application of GA in Industrial Design and Ergonomics.
In industrial product design, GA is often used in product
gene research. Based on the overall form of the product, the
shape is divided into several small feature units until it
cannot be divided [27]. At present, related research studies
of product gene mostly adopt genetic operations such as
crossover and mutation to gradually cultivate a mature
scheme after many iterations. Chen et al. obtained the gene
expression of the products based on the reverse deduction of
functional requirements [28]. In the research of consumers’
perception and response to product appearance, GA could
be used to find the approximate optimal combination and
appraise product appearance and color design [29] and
evaluate people’s emotion in the design process [30].

GA can solve the noise problem brought about by
subjective factors such as product users’ cognition and
preference. Take the noise source of interactive genetic al-
gorithms (IGA) as an example, Sun analyzed the relationship
between cognitive noise and evaluation accuracy [31]. IGA is
a branch of evolutionary computing (EC), which can evolve
and generate design elements. Kamalian et al. put forward
the idea of interval evaluation: users’ interaction behaviors
interfered with the evolution process in the form of Pareto
rank shifting so that one evaluation was enough in the it-
eration [32]. Gu et al. obtained the user’s perceptual eval-
uation by the neural network so as to achieve faster
convergence without increasing the user’s burden [33].
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In terms of the shape and size of HMI, GA could de-
termine the best material characteristics of the product
handle interface so as to achieve the optimal mechanical
response of the system by the fingertip model of the product
handle [34]. In other fields of ergonomics, GA was also a
popular method. In order to improve the efficiency and
accuracy of human shape prediction, Cheng et al. designed a
new prediction method by using GA and BP neural network
[35].,e results showed that the prediction effect of this GA-
BP model was better than that of BP, SVM, and K-means
models, and it could accurately predict and cluster human
body shapes. In addition, some research studies had applied
a hybrid model based on GA, classification tree, and mul-
tivariate adaptive expression splines to accurately predict the
most influential risk factors for the upper limb musculo-
skeletal diseases [36]. Besides, Sana et al. proposed a
mathematical model of job scheduling problem for the er-
gonomic factors of repetitive works, lifting works, and
awkward postures in highly variable manufacturing envi-
ronments [37]. ,is was a multiobjective optimization
problem with comprehensive ergonomic constraints, which
was solved by an improved nondominated sorting GA. ,e
results improved the working conditions of 69% of the
workers. GA could also be used to solve the optimization
design problem of walking worker manual assembly line
[38]. ,e goal of this study was to generate the required
models at the lowest cost while maintaining an ergonomi-
cally balanced operation. ,ese studies all provided a basis
for applying GA to the evolution of human postures and size.

3. Methods

3.1. Equipment and Procedure of the Experiment. In this
study, a driving simulator was used as the experiment
platform to collect the PCD, task completion time, and error
times of the subjects in take-over tasks. In order to modify
the controllers according to the optimal dimensions ob-
tained by GA, we chose a nonstandard simple driving
simulator (Figure 1). In order to improve the applicability
and validity of the data in urban environments, the driving
scene of the simulator was set as city roads.

New models of the side stalk and buttons conforming to
dimensions with the highest fitness would be made by 3D
printers to replace the original ones. ,en, we rewrote the
codes to interconnect the printed models with the simulator
system. By this means, the task completion time and error
times of the subjects under the new HMI could be collected
to analyze the differences in the interaction performance
between the two HMIs. A 3-spoke steering wheel with a
diameter of Φ� 365mm was used on the simulator. We
defined the function keys of the main take-over tasks on the
steering wheel and the gear lever panel. ,e subjects were
trained to be familiar with the experimental process and the
functions of each key.

At present, most mass-produced smart cars in the world
were at L0 or L1, while others such as the latest Tesla Model-
S/X, Volvo XC90, and Audi A8 were still between L2 and L3
[17]. ,erefore, this paper analyzed the interaction modes of
the self-adaptive cruise, adjustment of the distance between

cars, and auto hold, which were core driving assistance
functions (DAF) of automated driving between L1-L2. And
the PCD reported by the subjects in the process of inter-
action was collected.

,e length of cruise control rods in different vehicles was
divergent from each other. And for the cruise switch that
controlled by buttons, the distance between the button and
the center of the driver or the steering wheel was also dif-
ferent. Due to the large diversity among the dimensions of
steering wheels and interior space in multifarious vehicles, it
was not significantly meaningful to analyze the absolute sizes
of these controllers. ,erefore, PCD was collected in this
study rather than absolute sizes.,at is to take the horizontal
and vertical centerlines of the steering wheel as references
and collect the distance between the reference line and the
perceived comfortable point on the controller. In this way,
the dimensions would be according to the user’s perceptual
judgment and preference. ,e calibration points and ranges
of the 14 dimensions involved in the three DAFs are shown
in Table 1.

,e automatic transmission was the default option in the
experiment, and speed was a controlled variable. ,us, the
subjects need not change gear. ,ey were asked to complete
the driving process of the whole virtual road section
according to the prompts on the laptop screen which was
playing interactive animation. ,e prompts included the
task to be performed, the number of times to perform a
certain task, and the components to be used in the next task.
,e task flow of the experiment is shown in Figure 2:

,e specific procedures were as follows:

(1) ,e subjects started the experiment in manual
driving mode.When the system first prompted “auto
hold,” the subjects needed to press the A button on
the gear lever panel.
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Figure 1:Wireframe of the driving simulator and the function keys
used in the experiment.
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(2) After stopping stably, the subjects ought to start
manual driving again.

(3) When the system first prompted that the self-
adaptive cruise function could be used, the subjects
turned the cruise control stalk D. ,is was to sim-
ulate switching the manual driving mode to the
automated driving mode and entering the state of
self-driving. At this moment, the virtual vehicle in
the system would run independently according to
the preset navigation route.

(4) When the system prompted for adjusting the dis-
tance between cars for the first time, the subjects
needed to press the M button.

(5) ,en the subjects should complete auto hold, self-
adaptive cruise, and distance adjustment in sequence

for the second time and pressed the buttons B, E, and
S, respectively.

(6) Complete the auto hold operation for the third time
and press the C button.

(7) After the completion of all the above tasks, the
subjects were asked to point out the comfortable
position of the side stalk and buttons according to
the operating experience. A researcher recorded the
point with a marker pen on the simulator and
calibrated the sizes.
,e experiment used a within-subjects design. ,ere
were 13 subjects. Each experiment lasted about 3
minutes, and the subjects needed to carry out the
above tasks five times to complete the experiment of
one day. In order to ensure the accuracy and stability

Table 1: ,e driving assistance functions, interaction modes, and the analyzed dimensions.

Driving assistance
functions Interaction modes of take-over tasks Dimensions between the interactive component and the

steering wheel center

(A) Self-adaptive cruise

(A1) Switch the control right by the side stalk D

(a11) ,e PCD between the left endpoint of the stalk D
and the vertical centerline of the steering wheel (VCSW)
(a12) ,e PCD between the left endpoint of the stalk D
and the horizontal centerline of the steering wheel
(HCSW)

(A2) Switch the control right by the button E

(a21) ,e PCD between the vertical centerline (VC) of
the button E and the VCSW
(a22) ,e PCD between the horizontal centerline (HC)
of the button E and the HCSW

(B) Adjustment of the
distance between cars

(B1) Adjust the distance by the button M which was
in the middle of the left spoke of the steering wheel

(b11),e PCD between the VC of the button M and the
VCSW
(b12),e PCD between the HC of the buttonM and the
HCSW

(B2) Adjust the distance by the button S which was
on the bottom edge of the left spoke of the steering
wheel

(b21) ,e PCD between the VC of the button S and the
VCSW
(b22) ,e PCD between the HC of the button S and the
HCSW

(C) Auto hold

(C1) Start the function by button A which was under
the electric parking brake (EPB) button

(c11) ,e PCD between the VC of button A and the
VCSW
(c12) ,e PCD between the HC of button A and the
HCSW

(C2) Start the function by button B which was on the
left of the EPB button

(c21) ,e PCD between the VC of button B and the
VCSW
(c22) ,e PCD between the HC of button B and the
HCSW

(C3) Start the function by button C which was on the
right of the EPB button

(c31) ,e PCD between the VC of button C and the
VCSW
(c32) ,e PCD between the HC of button C and the
HCSW

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Time

Press the
button C

Press the
button S

Press the
button E

Press the
button B

Press the
button M

Press the
button A

Pull the side
stalk D

Start the
simulator in

manual driving
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None 1st auto hold 1st self-adaptive
cruise

2nd self-adaptive
cruise

1st adjustment
of the distance
between cars

2nd adjustment
of the distance
between cars

2nd auto hold 3rd auto hold

Figure 2: ,e task flow of the experiments.
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of the perceptual experience, the experiment would
be in progress for six days. As a result, each subject
would carry out the tasks for 5∗ 6� 30 times. ,e
PCD data collected each time were taken as the initial
population and the dimensions with the highest
fitness would be obtained by GA.

(8) In the 30th experiment, the completion time and
error times of the subjects during the seven take-over
tasks were collected.

(9) After obtaining the PCD data with the highest
adaptability, models of the side stalk and buttons
were made by 3D printers to replace the original
ones. ,e subjects were asked to repeat the seven
tasks in Figure 2 again with the modified simulator.
And their completion time and error times under the
new HMI would be collected.

3.2. Information Entropy and Genetic Algorithm. GA is a
self-adaptive global optimization algorithm which imitates
the natural selection and individual heredity of the biological
world [39]. Traditionally, interactive genetic algorithm
(IGA) was widely used in product modelling design for
subject recognition [40]. However, IGA has some short-
comings, including the uncertainty of individual fitness
values, the nonpersistence of the individual evaluation
process, and the nonuniqueness of optimization results [41].
In this study, GA was taken as the main research method
while PSC was used in the construction of fitness function,
which integrated user preference, intuition, emotion, and
psychological optimization into it. ,erefore, the fitness
values of evolutionary individuals could make the pop-
ulation evolve in the direction that users expected.

3.2.1. Fitness Function. Whether the population can evolve
in the direction of the ideal solution depends on the es-
tablishment of fitness function to a great extent. According
to the user’s PSC and the weight of the three DAFs that
needed the driver to take over, the artificial fitness function
was formulated as follows:

F �
1

β1Q1 + β2Q2 + β3Q3( 
. (1)

Among which β1 ∼ β3 represented the importance
weights of the three DAFs, which were obtained by calcu-
lating the information entropy. Q1 ∼ Q3 meant the com-
fortable dimension of the operating components of each
DAF listed in Table 1. Q1 � a11 ∗ a12 + a21 ∗ a22, Q2 � b11 ∗
b12 + b21 ∗ b22, Q3 � c11 ∗ c12 + c21 ∗ c22+ c31 ∗ c32. ,e
meanings of a11 ∼ c32 values are shown in Table 1, which
were obtained in step (7) of the experiment. For each in-
teraction mode, the comfortable position of the corre-
sponding operation component was identified with a point
at first, and then the distances between the point and the
horizontal and vertical centerlines of the steering wheel were
measured.,e two distances were multiplied to get a relative
comfort area. F was used to evaluate the fitness degree of

individuals. With a smaller size, the user’s behavioral path to
complete the operations could be shorter, and the task
completion time would be relatively less, which were con-
ducive to the completion of the take-over tasks. ,erefore,
the larger the F value was, the more reasonable the sizes
were.

3.2.2. Information Entropy and the Weight of the Driving
Assistance Functions. Based on the entropy theory, the study
explored the importance level of the main DAFs in L1-L2
automated driving and analyzed the influencing factors of
users’ purchase intentions. ,e uncertainty degree of the
divided sample set, which was measured by means of cal-
culating the information gain, was used as the standard to
weigh the quality of the division. ,e larger the information
gain, the less the uncertainty degree of the sample set.

Entropy refers to the degree of system chaos, which is a
measurement of the possibility of the system in a certain
macroscopic state. Claude Elwood Shannon put forward the
concept of information entropy to express the order degree
of a system [42]. Let S be a set of s samples. Suppose the
classification attribute has m different values: Ci(i �

1, 2, . . . , m), and let si be the number of samples in class Ci.
,en, for a given sample, its total entropy is
I(s1, s2, . . . , sm) � − 

m
i�1 Pilog2(Pi). Among which Pi is the

probability that any sample belongs to Ci.
Let an attributeA have k different values: a1, a2, . . . , ak .

Using the attribute to divide the set S into k subsets
S1, S2, . . . , Sk . Among which Sj contains the samples with a
value aj in the set S. Let sij be the number of samples of class
Cj in subset Sj.,en, the information entropy of the samples
divided according to A is given by

E(A) � 
k

j�1

s1j + s2j + · · · + smj

s
I s1j, s2j, . . . , smj , (2)

where I(s1j, s2j, . . . , smj) � − 
m
i�1 Pijlog2(Pij). And Pij �

((s1j + s2j + · · · + smj)/s) is the probability of the samples of
class Cj in subset Sj.

Finally, the information gain obtained by dividing the set
S according to the attribute A is Gain(A) �

I(s1, s2, . . . , sm) − E(A). Obviously, the smaller the E(A),
the larger the Gain(A), which means more information is
provided by A to judge the users’ purchase intention and the
importance of A is higher. After normalizing the Gain(A)

values of the three DAFs, the weight values β1 ∼ β3 in the
fitness function could be formed.

We sent questionnaires online to eight professional users
to investigate their purchase decisions of products formed by
different combinations of interaction modes. ,e purchase
decisions were divided into two categories which were “buy”
and “not buy.” Delphi method was used to collect their
opinions in an all-round way and ensure the consistency of
their decisions. Compared with taking the most frequently
selected option as the final decision, the results of the Delphi
method were more scientific, and more information was
available in the research [43].
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3.2.3. Genetic Operation and Evolutionary Process. In this
system, the premise to debug the genetic operation andmake
judgment was due to the irrationality and uncertainty of the
shape and spatial dimension design of automobile con-
trollers and panels, the dimension evolution driven by users’
expectation was not only to search for the optimal solution
but also to obtain the satisfactory solution under limited
resources. ,erefore, the model was different in coding,
selection, crossover, and mutation from traditional GA,
which was to solve problems represented by explicit
functions.

(1) Coding. Generally, there are two kinds of coding
methods for optimization problems which are real number
coding and binary coding. And both have advantages and
disadvantages. Mapping errors exist in traditional binary
coding when continuous functions are discretized.When the
individual coding string is short, the accuracy requirements
may not be met. While when the string is long, although the
coding accuracy can be improved, the search space of GA
will expand dramatically [44]. ,erefore, we used real
number coding in this study.

In the process of evolution, a population Pop(t) was
formed. Each chromosome Xt

i in the population represented
data from one of the 30 experiments. ,e genes in the
chromosome were composed of PCD reported by the
subjects after completing the whole experiment process,
which could be expressed as follows:

Pop(t) � X
t
1, X

t
2, . . . X

t
i , . . . , X

t
M ,

X
t
i � θt

i1, θ
t
i2, . . . , θt

ib, . . . , θt
iN ,

(3)

where t represented the generation number of evolutions, θ
represented gene coding, and M represented the population
size.

(2) Initialized Population and Selection. ,e population
needed to be initialized before running GA. According to the
research demand, PCD data from the 30 experiments were
taken as the primary population. Each time, data of the 14
PCD indexes were collected to form the population matrix.

,e selection operation was the process of selecting
individuals from the previous generation of the population
to form the next generation. ,e purpose of selection was to
obtain fine individuals based on the fitness values so that
they would have the opportunity to reproduce as parents for
the next generation. Individuals with high fitness were more
likely to be inherited, while the ones with low fitness were
less likely. After debugging and comparison, we chose the
method of normalized geometric select (NGS) to perform
the selection operation. NGS was mainly to sort the fitness
values, and the better individuals would be maintained as
parents. ,is was more suitable for the selection of product
design schemes and also helpful to prevent better individuals
from being damaged.

(3) Crossover and Mutation. By crossover operation, a
new generation of individuals could be obtained, which
combined the characteristics of their parents and embodied
the idea of information exchange. In the case of real number

coding, the arithmetic uniform crossover (AUC) between
individuals was generally utilized [45]. AUC was a linear
combination of two individuals to produce two new ones.
,emethod of crossover and getting the next generation was
as follows:

c1 � p1∗ a + p2∗ (1 − a),

c2 � p1∗ (1 − a) + p2∗ a,
(4)

where p1 and p2 were the parents and a was a random mix
amount.

In this study, the nonuniform mutation (NM) was used
to perform the mutation operation. Let an individual be
X � X1X2, . . . , Xk, . . . , Xl. If Xk was the variation point and
its value range was [Uk

min, Uk
max], a new individual

X � X1X2, . . . , Xk
′, . . . , Xl could be obtained after non-

uniformly mutating at this point. And the new gene value
was given by

Xk
′ �

Xk + Δ t, U
k
max − Xk , if random(0, 1) � 0,

Xk − Δ t, Xk − U
k
min , if random(0, 1) � 1,

⎧⎨

⎩

(5)

where Δ(t, y) was a random number conforming to the
nonuniform distribution in the range [0, y]. y represented
Uk

max − Xk and Xk − Uk
min. It was required that with the

increase of evolutionary generation number t, the proba-
bility of Δ(t, y) approaching to 0 also raised gradually.

In this study, Δ(t, y) was defined as follows:

Δ(t, y) � y 1 − r
(1− t/T)b

 , (6)

where r was a random number conforming to the non-
uniform distribution in the range [0, 1], which was the
selection pressure. T was the maximum number of evolu-
tionary generations, in this study T � 25. In the 25 iterations,
the better individuals with high fitness could be found out to
explore the evolutionary mechanism of the appropriate HMI
dimensions of the DAFs. b was a parameter to adjust the
variable step size, which was a system parameter. It deter-
mined the dependence degree of the random number dis-
turbance on t, and the range was usually 2∼5. After
debugging the model and making comparisons repeatedly,
this parameter was set as b � 4 in this study.

4. Results

4.1. Information Entropy and the Weights of the DAFs

4.1.1.6e Expectation Information for the Classification of the
HMI of Take-Over Tasks. According to different combina-
tions of the seven interaction modes in Table 1, a total of
2∗ 2∗ 3�12 HMI schemes could be generated. By means of
Delphi method, purchase decisions for the 12 schemes were
investigated. After four rounds of expert investigations, the
purchase decisions of the eight professional users reached an
agreement. ,e classification results are shown in Table 2.

According to the purchase intentions of the professional
users, 12 HMI schemes could be divided into two categories:
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U1 � 1 (buy) and U2 � 2 (not buy). By summarizing and
analyzing the data, the probabilities of the two categories
were as follows: P (U1) � (5/12) and P (U2) � (7/12). Based
on the formula, the total entropy was as follows:

I (U) � −
5
12
log2

5
12

−
7
12
log2

7
12

� 0.9799. (7)

4.1.2. 6e Conditional Entropy and Information Gain of Each
Influencing Factor. In this study, there were three factors
that determined the purchase intentions of users. A1: the
starting mode of the self-adaptive cruise, A2: the position of
the function key to adjust the distance between cars, and A3:
the position of the function key of auto hold. ,e proba-
bilities of the factors and each condition are shown in
Table 3.

,e information entropy values of the three factors were
as follows:

E A1(  �
6
12

I(1, 5) +
6
12

I(4, 2) � 0.7842,

E A2(  �
6
12

I(3, 3) +
6
12

I(2, 4) � 0.9592,

E A3(  �
4
12

I(1, 3) +
4
12

I(1, 3) +
4
12

I(3, 1) � 0.8113.

(8)

,erefore, the information gains of the factors were as
follows:

Gain A1(  � I(U) − E A1(  � 0.1957,

Gain A2(  � I(U) − E A2(  � 0.0207,

Gain A3(  � I(U) − E A3(  � 0.1686.

(9)

According to the information gains, the starting mode of
the self-adaptive cruise was the most important for the user’s
perceived comfort and purchase intension, while the posi-
tion of the function key to adjust the distance between cars
was not so significant. By normalizing the information gains
of each influencing factor, the results were taken as the
weights of the factors, which were

β1 �
Gain A1( 

Gain A1(  + Gain A2(  + Gain A3( 
� 0.5083,

β2 �
Gain A2( 

Gain A1(  + Gain A2(  + Gain A3( 
� 0.0538,

β3 �
Gain A3( 

Gain A1(  + Gain A2(  + Gain A3( 
� 0.4379.

(10)

After taking these values into formula (1), the artificial
fitness function could be constructed as follows:

F �
1

0.5083∗Q1 + 0.0538∗Q2 + 0.4379∗Q3( 
. (11)

4.2. Results of GA

4.2.1. Characteristics of the Population. ,e population size
of this study was Pop� 30. For the convenience of recording,
the unit of each dimension was decimeter (dm).,e features
of the 14 dimensions are described in Table 4.

4.2.2. Solving Process of GA. To match the user’s expecta-
tion, the seed of each initial population should be able to

Table 2: Classification of purchase intentions to interaction modes.

,e starting mode of self-
adaptive cruise

,e position of the function key to adjust the
distance between cars

,e position of the function key of
auto-hold

Purchase
decision

Pulling the side stalk On the middle of the left spoke Under the EPB button 2
Pressing the button On the middle of the left spoke Under the EPB button 2
Pulling the side stalk On the bottom edge of the left spoke Under the EPB button 2
Pressing the button On the bottom edge of the left spoke Under the EPB button 1
Pulling the side stalk On the middle of the left spoke On the left of the EPB button 2
Pressing the button On the middle of the left spoke On the left of the EPB button 1
Pulling the side stalk On the bottom edge of the left spoke On the left of the EPB button 2
Pressing the button On the bottom edge of the left spoke On the left of the EPB button 2
Pulling the side stalk On the middle of the left spoke On the right of the EPB button 1
Pressing the button On the middle of the left spoke On the right of the EPB button 1
Pulling the side stalk On the bottom edge of the left spoke On the right of the EPB button 2
Pressing the button On the bottom edge of the left spoke On the right of the EPB button 1

Table 3: ,e probabilities of the three factors and each condition.

P (Vi) P (U1 | Vi) P (U2 | Vi)

A1
Side stalk 6/12 1/6 5/6
Button 6/12 4/6 2/6
A2
Middle 6/12 3/6 3/6
Bottom edge 6/12 2/6 4/6
A3
Under the EPB button 4/12 1/4 3/4
On the left of the EPB button 4/12 1/4 3/4
On the right of the EPB button 4/12 3/4 1/4
P (Vi) represents the probability of each condition of the influencing
factors. P(U1 | Vi) and P(U2 | Vi), respectively, indicate the conditional
probabilities of the two categories.
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cover part of the information of the PCD data. And it should
be capable of satisfying the geometric description rules of
product evolution in terms of space and size [46]. ,e initial
population of this paper came from repeated experiments in
many days, and the perceptual experience and spatial at-
tributes reflected by the data were stable. ,e optimal so-
lution of the model was obtained after 25 iterations. Figure 3
shows the evolutionary process of GA.

In the figure, the red line represents the best fitness value
of each generation. And the blue dotted line describes the
mean fitness of each generation. It could be seen from the
figure that the optimal value in the model increased with the
number of iterations and converged into a straight line after
reaching the maximum value. Until the optimal value of the
model remained unchanged, the global optimal solution
could be obtained.

,e genetic evolution stopped after 25 iterations. It could
be seen from the figure that although the deviation between
the optimal fitness values and the mean ones increased after
the 9th iteration, it continued to evolve, which met the
expectation of evolution. After the 21st iteration, the devi-
ation was close to 0.

In the 25 generations of evolutionary iteration based on
the PCD data, eight individuals with the highest fitness were
obtained, which were the HMI dimension schemes that met
the users’ expectation best in a certain generation of the
population. It would be rational to make designs of HMIs
such as steering wheels and gear lever panels in the later
stage according to these fine values. ,is could not only
inherit the modelling genes of the HMIs but was also
coupled to the user expectation to a certain extent. ,e fi-
nally generated dimensional data of the individuals with the
highest fitness are shown in Table 5.

4.3. Significance of the Difference between the Original Di-
mensions and the Evolved Ones. To further validate whether
the individuals with the highest fitness could bring about a

better take-over performance, it was reasonable to collect the
needed time to complete driving assistant tasks under the
HMI with the original sizes and the one with the evolved
sizes. And the differences between the two sets of HMI
dimensions could be analyzed.

In the last of the 30 experiments, we collected the time of
the 13 subjects to complete the take-over tasks under the
seven interaction modes in Table 1. Since the tasks had been
repeated many times, the subjects were skilled, and the task
completion time would be relatively stable. After making 3D
printing models of the side stalk and the buttons according
to the most suitable dimensions (Table 5), the driving
simulator was reformed.,en the 13 subjects were invited to
repeat the seven tasks with the new HMI, and this set of
completion time was collected. To judge whether the di-
mensions could effectively improve the interaction perfor-
mance and efficiency of driving information processing,
paired-sample t-test was used on the two groups of data. ,e
results are shown in Table 6.

It could be seen from the results that except for A2 and
C2, the completion time under the two sets of dimensions in
the process of the other five tasks all had a significant dif-
ference (Figure 4).

Figure 4 shows that the completion time of each task was
shorter when the dimensions with high fitness were used on
the HMI. ,is indicated that the driver’s information pro-
cessing was faster, which helped to improve the quality of
take-over and the ability to control the car. As the driver’s
attention to the HMI might compete with the execution of
driving tasks for cognitive resources [47] and impair the
driving performance, a shorter completion time of take-over
tasks was conducive to the distribution of the driver’s
psychological resources and more beneficial to traffic
efficiency.

It could be found by comparing the completion time of
each task under the new HMI that (A) for starting the self-

Table 4: Features of the 14 dimensions.

Tasks and
dimensions

Mean
(dm)

Std.
deviation

Minimum
(dm)

Maximum
(dm)

A1 a11 1.9513 0.0789 1.8086 2.091
a12 0.6055 0.063 0.5117 0.6977

A2 a21 0.8624 0.0242 0.8224 0.8979
a22 0.0784 0.0477 0.0008 0.1487

B1 b11 1.3356 0.0633 1.2528 1.4475
b12 0.0315 0.0169 0.0024 0.0588

B2 b21 1.3999 0.0526 1.3060 1.4952
b22 0.322 0.0139 0.3011 0.3497

C1 c11 2.9776 0.1254 2.8032 3.1940
c12 3.272 0.1414 3.0207 3.4928

C2 c21 2.7451 0.0305 2.7010 2.7966
c22 3.2714 0.1304 3.0143 3.4819

C3 c31 3.2929 0.0596 3.2019 3.3963
c32 3.244 0.1523 3.0011 3.4932

25
0.0735

0.074

0.0745

0.075

0.0755

0.076

0.0765

0.077

0.0775

0.078

Fi
ttn
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s

5 10 15 200
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Mean fitness
Best fitness

Figure 3: Solving process of GA.
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adaptive cruise, the completion time of operating with a side
stalk was shorter; (B) for the task of adjusting the distance
between cars, the completion time would be shorter when
operating with a button located in the middle of the steering
wheel spoke; (C) for the task of auto hold, a starting button
on the left side of the EPB button could bring about a shorter
completion time. ,ese results provided a reference for the
future automobile interior design.

5. Discussion

Driving assistant system (DAS) plays an important role in
the context of human-computer codriving. As reported,
DAS can help the driver to complete the intense driving
tasks effectively and abate the pressure level of the driver
[48]. ,erefore, it is meaningful to make a study for the
controller dimensions in the DAS. ,e study collected
comfortable dimensions perceived by the drivers in a relaxed
state. ,e aim was to detect a set of reasonable dimensions

which could make drivers at a low level of stress. In ad-
dition, it is valuable for drivers to adapt to the different road
environment and realize sustainable traffic to optimize the
sizes of interactive components on the in-vehicle HMI. ,e
main goals of in-vehicle technologies and cooperative
services were to reduce traffic congestion and improve road
safety [4].

,e study attempted to analyze the optimal HMI di-
mensions suitable for take-over tasks. ,e involved HMI
components such as the steering wheel, self-adaptive cruise
lever, distance adjustment button, and auto hold button
were all direct design elements for users to see and touch.
Because the design and performance of a product were
important factors affecting the decision-making of con-
sumers [49], we calculated the information entropy and
information gains of the three kinds of take-over tasks for
classifying users’ purchase intentions. ,e information
transmitted by a product was multivariant, complex, and
fuzzy so that there would be dissipation in the process of
transmission. ,erefore, the image evaluation process of
products could be regarded as a chaotic state. ,e feedback
information could be calculated by information entropy to
carry out a comprehensive evaluation. ,e smaller the en-
tropy of an image, the clearer it was. From the perspective of
chaos degree, the 2nd factor in Table 3 (the position of the
function key to adjust the distance between cars) brought
more uncertainty to the purchase decision
(E(A2) � 0.9592), which indicated that little information
was provided by the 2nd factor for judging the users’ de-
cisions. On the contrary, the uncertainty produced by the 1st
factor (the starting mode of the self-adaptive cruise) was the
smallest (E(A1) � 0.7842). ,is illustrated that using the
side stalk or a button to complete the switch of the control
right had a great impact on the satisfaction and purchase
decision of users.

After normalizing the information entropy of three
kinds of take-over tasks, their weight values were calculated,

Table 5: ,e finally generated dimensional data of the individuals with the highest fitness.

(A) ,e starting mode of self-
adaptive cruise

(B) ,e position of the
function key to adjust the
distance between cars

(C) ,e position of the function key of auto-
hold Fitness value

a11 a12 a21 a22 b11 b12 b21 b22 c11 c12 c21 c22 c31 c32
2.02 0.62 0.89 0.09 1.36 0.04 1.48 0.30 2.84 3.02 2.71 3.38 3.21 3.13 0.08

Table 6: ,e paired sample t-test results of task completion time under the two HMIs with different dimensions.

Interaction modes of take-over tasks

,e task completion
time under the original

dimensions (s)

,e task completion
time under the evolved

dimensions (s) t-value Sig.

Mean Std. dev. Mean Std. dev.
A1∗ 0.715 0.185 0.537 0.167 2.553 0.025
A2 0.657 0.181 0.637 0.186 1.151 0.272
B1∗ 0.648 0.13 0.462 0.206 2.797 0.016
B2∗∗ 0.736 0.106 0.571 0.124 3.116 0.009
C1∗ 0.753 0.295 0.562 0.222 2.515 0.027
C2 0.667 0.226 0.522 0.176 1.999 0.069
C3∗ 0.69 0.208 0.537 0.225 2.355 0.036

A1∗ B1∗ B2∗∗ C1∗ C3∗

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

Time under the original dimensions
Time under the evolved dimensions

Figure 4: ,e completion time of the tasks with significant dif-
ferences under the two HMIs with different dimensions.
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and the fitness function was constructed. In this way, the
dimensions with the highest fitness could be found out by
means of GA.

,e background and driving experience of the subjects were
different, and their familiarity with the take-over tasks and the
HMI was variant. Besides, the noise of users’ subjective per-
ception data was always high. Taking the above factors into
consideration, we collected PCD data repeatedly from the same
13 subjects to form the initial population. From the evolutionary
trajectory, it could be found that in the 8th, 10th, 11th, 14th, 17th,
and 21st iteration, there appeared an optimal solution.

GA was always used for parameter optimization by
searching the optimal solutions while seldom used in user
research and environment perception analysis. But in studies
of user-centred design, it could search the set of satisfactory
solutions driven by user expectations [46]. Many pieces of
research had utilized GA to improve the ergonomic effi-
ciency or optimize interactive component sizes in an op-
erating environment [34–38, 50, 51]. In this study, we
reported a driver perception research, which investigated the
most comfortable HMI sizes under different interaction
modes of take-over tasks. By means of normalized geometric
selection, arithmetic uniform crossover, and nonuniform
mutation, GA was applied in the research of perceived
comfortable dimensions and a set of reasonable dimensions
was obtained. ,e dimensional evolutionary method dis-
cussed in this study embodied the concept of dynamic in-
teraction design, which took the mutual influence and
restrictions among different dimensions into consideration.
Compared with traditional methods of measuring many
times and taking the average, this method was more ad-
vanced. And the study enriched theoretical researches in the
field of product design and collaborative optimization.

Perceived comfort was a complex problem for its dif-
ficulty to be quantified objectively. But it was useful in er-
gonomic explorations. Researchers had found that the
perceptual messages from product property and usage re-
quirements were competent to the analysis of user experi-
ence [52]. ,erefore, it was reasonable to probe suitable
dimensions by perceived comfort. For the study of HMI
design effect in a specific environment, these data could
produce important and dependable results [53]. Rational
dimensions of the automobile interior HMI played an im-
portant role in the driver’s operation quality. Caruso [54]
studied drivers’ experience on the seat by an experiment and
found that interior space influenced the drivers’ ergonomic
performance [54]. For the take-over tasks in the situation of
human-computer codriving, the dimensions also affected
whether the driver could safely achieve the control right
switch in the shortest possible time.

In this paper, paired-sample t-test was used to test
whether the sizes with the highest fitness could bring about a
significant reduction in task completion time. In the results,
we found that when the interface adopted the finally evolved
sizes, the completion time of each task was shorter. As the
completion time of in-vehicle interactive tasks was related to
the vehicle speed and driver errors under the context of
human-computer codriving [21, 55], a shorter completion
time would help the driver to control the speed better.

6. Limitation

,e study explored the reasonable dimensions of the hu-
man-machine interface in intelligent cars. Nevertheless,
there were still some deficiencies in the equipment used in
this study. ,e driving simulator was easier to control and
reform and helped to reduce the subjects’ pressure. How-
ever, the immersion, visual interactivity, and fidelity degree
were not high enough. After obtaining reliable conclusions
in this study, outdoor experiment with a real vehicle could be
conducted in the next stage.

Besides, the sample size of this study was limited. When
the sample size was larger in future studies, the represen-
tativeness of the data would be better, and the results of GA
could be further improved.

Finally, users’ perception of the HMI dimensions de-
viated from each other. In the next phase of the study,
electroencephalography (EEG) signal in the process of
performing the driving tasks could be used. By this means,
the subjects’ attention and intention when interacting with
the HMI could be reflected in an objective way [56, 57] as a
supplement to their subjective report.

7. Conclusion

For HMI design of industrial products, physical concrete
modelling parameters such as the product shape, size, and
layout were the objective properties that users could directly
perceive and the basis for the product to be expressed. Based
on the dynamic measurement principle, this paper proposed
an optimized design method for ergonomic dimensions by
GA. ,e results indicated that the method was effective and
provided a new way for product shape innovation and
human-machine dimensional automatic design. ,e main
conclusions of this study were as follows:

(1) Based on the information entropy theory, the weight
values of the three driving assistance functions were
calculated. ,e results showed that the information
gain of the starting mode of the self-adaptive cruise
was highest while the information gain of the po-
sition of the function key to adjust the distance
between cars was lowest, which provided a theo-
retical basis for the dimensional fitness evaluation
mechanism of the HMI.

(2) ,e evolutionary process of HMI dimensions
driven by user expectation was studied, and the
evolution conditions were analyzed. ,e study
confirmed the feasibility of normalized geometric
selection, arithmetic uniform crossover, and non-
uniform mutation in iterative researches for hu-
man-machine dimensions. ,rough parameter
debugging, this evolutionary method was proved to
be effective in obtaining appropriate sizes of HMI
components. ,e model could make full use of the
advantages of GA to improve the user research
performance, such as few restrictions on the opti-
mization, high robustness, and an easily achieved
global search.
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(3) After finding the dimensions with the highest fitness
and applying them to the design of the HMI, within-
subjects experiments showed that the completion
time of five take-over tasks was significantly shorter,
except for that of Task A2 and C2.,is indicated that
the information processing of drivers under the HMI
with evolved dimensions was faster, which was more
beneficial to the vehicle control and take-over
quality. Intelligent vehicles achieved intelligent in-
formation exchange with people, vehicles, and roads
through in-vehicle sensor system and information
terminals. ,erefore, the evolved dimensions could
make the vehicle apt to respond to the environment
and have more time to fully deal with the complex
traffic environment and would help to improve the
traffic efficiency therefrom.
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